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Abstract
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We conducted a study of a motor imagery brain-computer interface (BCI) using
electroencephalography (EEG) to continuously control a formant frequency speech synthesizer
with instantaneous auditory and visual feedback. Over a three-session training period, sixteen
participants learned to control the BCI for production of three vowel sounds (/ℹ/[heed], /ɐ/[hot],
and/u/[who’d]) and were split into three groups: those receiving unimodal auditory feedback of
synthesized speech, those receiving unimodal visual feedback of formant frequencies, and those
receiving multimodal, audio-visual feedback. Audio feedback was provided by a formant
frequency artificial speech synthesizer and visual feedback was given as a two-dimensional cursor
on a graphical representation of the plane defined by the first two formant frequencies. We found
that combined audiovisual feedback led to the greatest performance in terms of percent accuracy,
distance to target and movement time to target compared to either unimodal feedback of auditory
or visual information. These results indicate that performance is enhanced when multimodal
feedback is meaningful for the BCI task goals, rather than as a generic biofeedback signal of BCI
progress.

I. Introduction

Author Manuscript

Brain-computer interfaces (BCI) for communication have a number of possible applications
including silent speech [1] and restoration of communicative output for individuals with
profound speech and motor impairments [2], [3]. Most often, BCIs are thought of as a
method of last resort for individuals who can not speak due to neurological disease or injury,
and can not use existing forms of augmentative and alternative communication [4], [5].
Individuals commonly considered for BCI intervention include those with quadriplegia with
anarthria due to locked-in syndrome [6] or neurodegenerative diseases such as amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis.
Most non-invasive BCI applications for communication employ discrete typing interfaces
using event-related potentials such as the P300 [7], [8], [9], steady brain oscillations (steady
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state visually evoked potential; [10]), or neurological rhythms related to cognitive-motor
processing [11], [12], [13]. These approaches have been largely successful and have
provided a new avenue for written communication for at-home users [8], [9], with spoken
communication possible through text-to-speech synthesis. Another approach to BCI-based
communication is to directly decode intended speech from neurological activity using
intracranial recordings [14]. Only a few studies of non-invasive BCIs have attempted to
decode speech using using electroencephalography (EEG), and have focused on discrete
prediction and selection of internally spoken words [15] and vowels [16] from a small
dictionary of possible items.

Author Manuscript

In contrast to typing and single word/vowel prediction, which rely on discrete selections, the
motor and acoustic bases of speech production and perception are the result of continuous
processes of speech-motor articulation and generation/reception of a time-varying acoustic
signal [17]. The continuous auditory output of speech production is then transformed into
discrete phonetic, syllabic, and word-based representations for speech perception and
language comprehension [18]. These same processes hold true for perception of selfproduced speech; continuous movements of the speech articulators are used to generate an
acoustic signal that is perceived by oneself to maintain error-free productions, and to adjust
to errors when they occur [19], [20]. During speech, movements of the speech articulators
alter the vocal tract resonance, which is measured acoustically as formant frequencies, or
formants [17]. Most monophthong vowels can be represented by just the first two formants,
making them an ideal low-dimensional representation of speech for BCI applications.
Additionally, they can be readily synthesized into artificial speech sounds [21] with minimal
computational overhead [22].

Author Manuscript

We propose an alternative BCI system for communication in which EEG activity related to
motor imagery is used to directly and continuously control a two-dimensional (2D) formant
vector that can be presented graphically as a 2D cursor, or synthesized in real-time for
instantaneous auditory feedback. Other studies have investigated formant synthesis for
auditory feedback via intracortical neural prosthesis for speech [22] and surface
electromyography (sEMG) [23]. In the current study, we extend these efforts and investigate
EEG as a possible signal modality, and limb-motor imagery as the mental control strategy,
which draws from prior work on continuous cursor control via BCI [24], [25], [26]. Further,
we explicitly examine the role of feedback modality on BCI performance by examining
three separate participant groups, those receiving unimodal feedback of visual or auditory
information, and those receiving multimodal audio-visual information.

Author Manuscript

Prior studies investigating BCI feedback modality have found that unimodal feedback of
visual information typically leads to enhanced BCI performance, and that unimodal auditory
feedback suffers in terms of percent accuracy and learning time [25], [26]. Past studies
involving auditory feedback for motor BCIs used generic audio stimuli as an indicator of
BCI performance and success. Combined multimodal audio-visual feedback has also
underperformed relative to unimodal visual feedback, possibly due to an overreliance on
visual information [23], [26]. Prior work also suggests that visual feedback using cursor
position information will likely lead to greater performance compared to auditory feedback
alone [25] though it is possible that after a short training period, performance will be equal
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for both unimodal feedback conditions. In our experiment, we hypothesize that the addition
of speech-related auditory information (instead of generic audio signals) to conventional 2D
cursor visual feedback will enhance BCI performance in a vowel production task.

II. Methods
A. Participants

Author Manuscript

We recruited eighteen adults from the University of Kansas to participate in a three-session,
BCI-based vowel production study (age range: 21 – 36, mean 27.5 years; 14 female; 4 lefthanded). All participants were native speakers of American English, self-reported normal
speech, language and hearing with no known neurological or neuromotor impairments, and
received monetary compensation for their time. All study procedures were approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the University of Kansas, and all participants provided their
informed consent prior to engaging in study activities.
B. Procedure
1) Study protocol—The participants were grouped into three conditions, those receiving:
unimodal auditory feedback of synthesized vowel sounds (AO), unimodal visual feedback of
the 2D vowel formants (VO), and multimodal, audio-visual feedback of vowel sounds (AV).
Figure 1 shows a visual depiction of the relationship between formants and vowels used in
American English. In this study, the cursor represents the instantaneous formant estimate
and the text locations represent the target vowel centers on the formant plane (only UW
[who’d], AA [hod], and IY [heed] were used for training participants in the present study).
Examples of the synthesized vowels are provided in the Supplementary Material.

Author Manuscript

During the initial session, participants first completed a screening questionnaire to ensure
they met the inclusion criteria of native fluency in American English, and did not have any
metallic cranial implants. The remaining study procedures were identical for all three
sessions. Training data was collected at the start of each session in which participants were
presented with thirty repetitions of the vowel stimuli (synthesized, visualized formants, or
both) in random order for three seconds each and were instructed to make one of three
movements using kinesthetic motor imagery in response to the vowel stimuli: left-hand for
the vowel UW, right-hand for AA, and bilateral feet for IY. Model weights were then
estimated for a Kalman filter BCI decoder (section II-C) based on the training data and used
for online BCI control.

Author Manuscript

Online test trials involved a short 1.5 s presentation of the target vowel, followed by a onesecond blank interval, and a six-second response period in which participants were
instructed to make the appropriate imagined movement to direct the BCI toward the target.
Real-time visual (cursor movements) and/or audio (synthesized vowel sounds) feedback was
provided to the participants in the response period, which began with formant values in the
center of the vowel space (e.g., a neutral vowel sound). Participants were instructed to
initiate motor imagery as soon as the BCI decoder began producing an output in order to
move the decoded formants away from initial neutral values such that they match the target
stimulus (UW, AA, or IY) while avoiding other vowels (e.g., AE: [had]), and to hold the
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BCI output within the target region as long as possible. In the visual domain, holding the
target in place requires participants to match cursor positions with circular target regions on
the screen, while in the auditory domain, synthesized BCI outputs must be matched to the
auditory memory of the target vowel. This task is analogous to other visual 2D center-out
tasks (e.g., [24]) and 1D cursor control with multimodal audio-visual feedback (e.g., [25])
using sensorimotor-based BCIs, though based on speech-related audio and visual feedback.
Decoding ended after six seconds regardless of the output accuracy, and participants were
given a random 3–5 s break between each stimulus. Most participants completed four runs1
of thirty trials (ten trials per stimulus) in the online test period.

Author Manuscript

2) Stimulus feedback—Visual feedback of the 2D formant plane was provided on a
computer screen. For clarity, vowel stimuli were represented by a two-character label (UW,
AA, IY) in a circular target region according to a set of average formants in Hz (UW: (300,
870), AA: (730, 1090), IY: (270, 2290)). Formants were log-normalized to equalize
representations of low and high frequencies in the BCI [17]. Figure 1 shows eight
monophthong vowels in American English, including the vowels IY, AA, and UW (and AE)
used in this study. The vowel circle was highlighted during training to indicate the target
stimulus. During test runs, the vowel circle was highlighted during the stimulus phase only,
and the decoded formants were displayed in real-time as a moving cursor on the formant
plane in the response period.

Author Manuscript

Auditory feedback was provided through speakers positioned to the front-left and front-right
of participants seated in a sound-treated booth. All auditory feedback (stimulus & response
phases) was synthesized using a formant speech synthesizer (Snack Sound Toolkit, KTH
Royal Institute of Technology) in real-time using the same values for visual feedback.
Synthesized formants were provided as continuous auditory feedback for the duration of the
online test run response period, and used a constant 2500 Hz for the third formant frequency
and 120 Hz for the fundamental frequency.

Author Manuscript

3) EEG acquisition—All EEG recordings were obtained using a 64-channel acquisition
system (g.HIAmp, g.tec) with 64 active electrodes for recording the EEG (two earlobe
electrodes were designated as references), and one stimulus trigger channel for alignment of
recorded signals. The ground electrode was placed at location FPz according to the 10-10
standard [27], all electrodes were referenced to the left earlobe, and the electrooculogram
was monitored together with the EEG from electrodes AFz, AF7, AF8, FP1, FP2, F9, and
F10. All signals were recorded at a 256 Hz sampling rate with a notch filter from 58–62 Hz
to eliminate the powerline artifact, stored for offline analysis, and transmitted to a networked
computer for real-time BCI analysis.
4) Offline and online preprocessing—Offline analysis of training data and real-time
analysis of online test trials involved similar data preprocessing procedures. For training data
analysis, a 1 Hz high-pass filter was applied to the raw data followed by electrooculographic
artifact removal via independent components analysis (ICA). Visual inspection of the power

1Some participants only completed two runs in the first session due to completion of the screening questionnaire and training protocol.
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spectral density of four sensorimotor electrodes C3, C4, CP3, and CP4 was used to identify
participant-specific ranges for the μ and β bands used to control the BCI. Participants
without an observable μ or β rhythm were identified for post-analysis. The processed signal
was rereferenced to the common average, then split into three filtered streams using a fourthorder butterworth filter: 1) low-pass filtered at 30 Hz to identify any remaining
suprathreshold (±150 μV) artifacts, and band-pass filtered according to the observed 2) μ and
3) β bands. The μ and β band power was then estimated using the Hilbert transform for
training the Kalman filter decoder. A new decoder was trained at the beginning of every
session to account for any possible changes in electrode position or relative amplitude of the
μ and β rhythms.

Author Manuscript

During test trials, stored values from the offline analysis were used to implement online
filtering and band-power estimation. ICA was not used since current methods for ICA
rejection require as much as three seconds of data [28], which is too slow for real-time
audio-visual feedback of speech sounds.2 Instead, any recorded signal greater than ±150 μV
magnitude was marked as an artifact and signaled the decoder to stop processing incoming
data until the artifact ended.
C. BCI decoder
A Kalman filter decoding algorithm [22] was used to convert recorded sensorimotor rhythms
into a 2D formant velocity control vector, which was integrated for audio and/or visual
feedback. In this implementation, the output state model represents velocities in the 2D
formant plane and is given by:
x[n] = Ax[n − 1] + w[n] .

(1)

Author Manuscript

The 2 × 2 state matrix A describes the a priori probabilities of future formant velocities x[n]
based on past estimates x[n−1], and is represented by a first-order autoregressive model. The
likelihood model represents the relationship between formant velocities and anticipated
modulations in the sensorimotor rhythm over all features (e.g., combined μ and β band
power for all electrodes) and is given by:
y[n] = Hx[n] + q[n] .

(2)

Author Manuscript

The N × 2 likelihood matrix H is a linear model of the relationship between the observed
sensorimotor rhythm y[n] and a given formant velocity vector x[n]. The error terms in
Equations 1 and 2 are Gaussian random variables N(0, W) and N(0, Q), respectively, and the
2 × 2 matrix W is the state model residual covariance while the N × N matrix Q is the
likelihood model residual covariance.
The choice of decoding features was made based on the presence or absence of either the μ
or β rhythm per participant. Participants with no observable μ rhythm were removed from

2Auditory delays of 100–200 ms can induce speech disruptions [29].
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this analysis. Likelihood models and covariance matrices were fit to both μ and β band
features for participants with observable μ and β rhythms, and only to the μ band features for
participants with no observable β rhythm. The Kalman filter decoder a posteriori estimates
of formant velocity were integrated in real-time, downsampled to 32 Hz, and provided to the
participants as audio and/or visual feedback depending on participant group assignment
(AO, VO, or AV).
D. Performance analysis

Author Manuscript

Decoded formants began in the center of the vowel space defined by the vowel triangle of
UW, AA, and IY, and participants were required to change the output formants to match the
target vowel using motor imagery. Visually, a circle and text label on the screen identified
the ideal formant locations for each vowel, and the auditory target stimulus provided a
synthesized version of the ideal target vowel sound. Speech perception is variable and
adaptive, and though the auditory targets were chosen to represent ideal vowel exemplars,
they are an arbitrary choice since humans often accept non-ideal auditory stimuli as
representative of specific phonemes [30]. Therefore, we used a publicly available data set of
two productions of ten vowel sounds from both men (N=33) and women (N=28) [31] to train
a linear discriminant analysis classifier for estimating the accuracy of decoded formant
frequencies. We further simulated participants’ decision-making process for determining
when synthesized outputs were acceptable by grouping vowels into five major categories:
high-front (e.g., IY), high-back (e.g., UW), low-back (e.g., AA), low-front (e.g., AE), and
neutral, and determined the phonetic label associated with all time points in the response
period after leaving the neutral vowel region (see Figure 2).
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The dwell times within each vowel region in Figure 2 were computed, and trials were
marked correct if (1) the dwell time exceeded 500 ms and (2) the vowel region matched the
target vowel. Trials were marked incorrect if dwell times exceeded 500 ms, but decoded
formants were in other, non-target vowel regions, or no dwell times exceeded 500 ms.
Accuracy was also measured using the Euclidean distance on the formant plane from trial
endpoints to the target vowel centers. We also recorded movement time to target and target
production duration as measures of performance. Participants were able to produce any
combination of formant values, including those not specifically trained. Therefore,
participants were able to produce sounds in the AE category in addition to those in the
trained vowel categories (IY, AA, and UW). As a result, the task was truly a four alternative
task, and participants were required to avoid AE productions for accurate performance.

Author Manuscript

We evaluated the statistical significance of each performance measure (accuracy, endpoint
distance, movement time, and duration) using a three-factor mixed models analysis of
variance to determine the effects of feedback (between-subjects, levels: AO, VO, AV),
sessions (within-subjects, levels: 1, 2, 3), and runs within a session (within-subjects, levels: 1
– 4). Participants were included in all models as a random factor. Statistical significance was
assessed with a criteria of a < 0.05, and any significant effects were further analyzed using
pairwise multiple comparisons with the Tukey correction.
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III. Results
A. SMR bands and model training
The μ band was not observed for two participants (P02, P17), and the power spectral density
was similar in shape to a 1/F distribution (F is frequency). These participants were excluded
from any further analysis. Additionally, the β rhythm was not observed in ten participants in
at least one experimental session. The Kalman filter decoder was trained only on μ band
features if the β band was not observed in order to estimate the most parsimonious decoding
model, and on their combination otherwise. The average range of the μ rhythm was 8.13 –
13.31 Hz and 17.60 – 25.50 Hz for the β rhythm. Figure 3 shows the r2 values for each μ
band channel in the Kalman filter likelihood model fit for one participant. In this example,
electrodes that contributed most to decoding were over the left and right sensorimotor
regions and midline frontal regions on the scalp.

Author Manuscript

B. BCI performance
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1) Accuracy and endpoint distance—A generalized linear mixed model, with a logit
link function, was used to assess the effects of feedback type, runs, and sessions on BCI
production accuracy. We first determined that an interaction model (feedback x session and
feedback x run) did not provide any additional explanatory power over a main effects model
alone (χ2(10) = 7.94, p = 0.63), therefore, we examined the mixed model without
interactions. Examination of the fixed factors revealed a main effect of feedback type (χ2(2)
= 17.70, p < 0.001) but not for sessions or runs. A post-hoc Tukey’s multiple comparisons
test indicated that the AV group performed with greater accuracy than both the VO (z = 3.85,
p < 0.001) and AO (z = 3.48, p < 0.01) groups (average accuracy, VO: 47.2%, AO: 50.1%,
AV: 68.3%). We also found an average improvement of 3.0% accuracy by including only
features that were observed (i.e., based on μ-band features only if the β rhythm was not
present). A linear mixed model of endpoint distance from target revealed similar results,
with a statistically significant effect of feedback type (F(2, 13.17) = 5.77, p < 0.05) only.
Multiple comparisons testing revealed smaller endpoint distances for the AV group
compared to the VO (z = −3.23, p < 0.01) and AO (z = −2.59, p < 0.05) groups, indicating
AV productions more closely approached the center of the vowel target region than the other
two groups. These results are shown in Figures 4a and 4b. An example of BCI productions
are shown in Figure 2 with individual trial productions plotted over vowel regions identified
by the black line borders: top-left (IY), bottom-left (UW), bottom-right (AA), and top-right
(AE). In this example most productions were in the direction of the target vowel, though
some mismatches are noted. A video of example participant trials with audio-visual
feedback is included in the Supplementary Material.

Author Manuscript

2) Movement time and production duration—Movement time for accurate
productions was examined using a linear mixed model to determine the effects of feedback
type, number of runs, and sessions. We first log-transformed movement time to improve data
conditioning for normality assumptions of the statistical test. We then determined that an
interaction model did not provide any additional explanatory model over a main effects
model alone (χ2(10) = 13.14, p = 0.22). The results of the main effects analysis revealed a
statistically significant effect of run (F(3, 108.66) = 13.04, p < 0.001), and no other
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statistically significant effects of feedback type and session number. A pairwise comparison
of the number of runs using Tukey’s correction for multiple comparisons indicated that
participants reduced movement time as the number of runs within a session increased (Run 2
< Run 1, p < 0.001; Run 3 < Run 1, p < 0.001; Run 4 < Run 1, p < 0.001). A linear mixed
model analysis of production duration indicated no differences between any of the main
effects.

IV. Discussion

Author Manuscript

We examined the performance of a formant frequency speech synthesizer BCI with
instantaneous auditory and visual feedback. All of the participants in this study were naïve
to BCI methods and none had prior BCI experience. The results are discussed below with
respect to our initial hypotheses regarding the effect of feedback modality on BCI
performance, and in relation to prior reports of 1D and 2D cursor control BCIs with visual
and/or audio feedback [24], [25], [26].
A. Effect of feedback modality

Author Manuscript

Overall, we found that receiving either visual or audio feedback alone was equally useful for
speech synthesizer BCI control, but resulted in lower performance compared to combined
audio-visual feedback. Both participant groups receiving unimodal feedback were able to
operate the BCI with similar accuracy (VO: 47.2%, AO: 50.1%) in our four-choice task
(producing either an IY, AA, or UW, and avoiding AE yields a 25% chance rate) and
production endpoint distance (VO: 272 mel, AO: 253 mel).3 Participants who received
multimodal audio-visual feedback outperformed both the unimodal feedback groups in
terms of percent accuracy (68.3%) and production endpoint distance (190 mel). From these
results we can conclude that multimodal feedback was beneficial for successful continuous
control of the speech synthesizer BCI, and moreso than either unimodal visual or auditory
feedback.

Author Manuscript

The results of the present study are consistent with prior results from two studies on the
effects of multimodal, audiovisual feedback on formant speech synthesizer BCI control [22],
[23], [32]. In the first study, a participant with locked-in syndrome controlled a formant
speech synthesizer BCI using an intracortical microelectrode implant [22], [32]. In the
second experiment, participants without neurological impairments used bilateral orofacial
sEMG to control a formant speech synthesizer with either audio feedback alone, or with
combined audio-visual feedback [23]. In both studies, visual feedback was similar to the
present study (e.g., a moving cursor on the 2D formant plane), and audio feedback was
provided by synthesized vowel sounds based on instantaneous formant estimates. The
implant participant in the first study learned to control the speech synthesizer with nearly
70% accuracy, and reduced endpoint error to 233 Hz over 25 sessions [22], and in the
second study, the participants who received audio-visual feedback achieved 88% average
accuracy during training, while the audio-only group reached just 49%. The average BCI
performance of the AV group in the current study was similar to those found in the implant
3The Mel-scale is a logarithmic transformation of frequency that is matched to the just noticeable difference in pitch perception in
humans [17].
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study for both accuracy and endpoint distance to target (190 mel = 128 Hz), and the AO
group in the current study reached an average accuracy similar to that reported by the sEMG
participants.
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Both previous studies of formant synthesizer control examined the effect of unimodal versus
multimodal feedback on performance. In Guenther et al., the authors reported that in some
sessions only auditory feedback was provided for controlling the synthesizer, and that
performance was not statistically significantly different from sessions with audiovisual
feedback [22]. Hands et al. examined this effect more rigorously by training some
participants with unimodal audio feedback and others with multimodal, audio-visual
feedback, and found enhanced performance during multimodal feedback training. In later
sessions, visual feedback was incrementally removed from participants who received audiovisual feedback, which resulted in an equalization of accuracy between groups due to a
reduction in performance from participants trained with audio-visual feedback [23]. The
authors speculate that the decrease in performance by the audio-visual feedback group was
due to an over-reliance on visual information for controlling the sEMG synthesizer, but note
the utility of audio feedback [23]. In the present study, our finding of equal performance
between the unimodal feedback groups suggests no effect of over-emphasis of one modality
over another.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

Two other studies have examined continuous BCI control with auditory feedback of
performance using EEG via sensorimotor rhythm [25] and slow cortical potentials [26].
Nijboer et al. investigated auditory feedback using a two-choice continuous motor BCI with
unimodal feedback of either visual (cursor position) or auditory (harp or bongo sounds
corresponding to changes in the sensorimotor rhythm) information [25]. Participants in this
study who received visual feedback reached greater performance levels than those receiving
auditory feedback, with an average percent accuracy of 74.1% and 56.0% respectively [25].
However, the authors note that this asymmetry was largely due to differences in the first six
of nine recording blocks, after which performance was not statistically different between the
participant groups (last three blocks accuracy – visual: 71.0%, auditory: 64.3%) [25].
Furthermore, they note that by the final block, four participants in each of the feedback
conditions surpassed the 70% accuracy benchmark for a binary selection task [25].
Hinterberger et al. participants received either audio, visual, or combined audiovisual
feedback of the slow cortical potential amplitude [26]. The visual feedback was a 1D cursor
controlled in the vertical dimension to match one of two vertically arranged targets (similar
to [25]). The audio feedback consisted of high and low pitch piano tones that were rapidly
played in response to changes in the polarity of the slow cortical potential. In this study,
though some participants in each condition achieved successful operation of the BCI (out of
16 participants per group, six obtained 70% accuracy with visual feedback, four with audio
feedback, and two with combined feedback), the evidence suggests that visual feedback was
superior [26]. Further, the authors explain that the audio feedback of piano tones may have
engaged neural processing for recognizing harmonies and melodies in the resultant feedback
signal, leading to reduced efficacy of audio or audio-visual feedback. The use of speechrelated multimodal feedback in the current study appears to have led to enhanced learning,
rather than reduced, or equal performance found in other audio-visual feedback BCI
paradigms [22], [26].
IEEE Trans Neural Syst Rehabil Eng. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2019 April 01.
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The present study differs in a few key areas and extends these past approaches to decoding
in two dimensions rather than one (similar to [24]), and replaces generic auditory feedback
(harps & bongos [25]; piano tones [26]) with speech-related feedback that is meaningful for
brain networks involved in perception of one’s own speech [23]. Finally, the use of speechrelated audio feedback is hypothesized to engage neural processes in support of the vowel
production task rather than in conflict to enhance performance.
B. Effect of practice/fatigue

Author Manuscript

We found no effects of session for any of our performance measures indicating that
participants, independent from feedback modality, did not show evidence of learning over
the three recording sessions. This result is in contrast to general findings of improvements to
BCI performance across sessions [22], [23], [26], though notably we did not see a decrease
in performance either. We did find a reduction in movement time within sessions (similar to
[22]) suggesting a short-term improvement. Since we did not find any effects of sessions, a
first-last analysis as in [25] was not warranted; however, when examining the range of
performance we found nine participants with percent accuracy over the two-class 70%
benchmark (all five AV participants, three AO, and one VO) in their best run, eight
participants with mean accuracy greater than 50%, and all participants performed with at
least 50% accuracy in at least one run (see Table I and Figure 5).
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Hinterberger et al. note that it is common for BCI performance to remain unchanged within
the first three training sessions in the slow cortical potential paradigm, with learning
occurring over longer durations [26]. Similarly, the accuracy reported for the first three
sessions in [22] (Guenther et al., Figure 7D) do not appear to change, with greater reductions
in endpoint error attributed to long-term learning over 25 sessions. Further, the participants
in [24] achieved high accuracy in a 2D cursor control task with unimodal visual feedback
after considerable training (between 22 – 68 sessions totaling 8.8 –27.2 hours), and all
participants had previous BCI experience (between 19 – 91 hours). It is possible that
additional training is needed [33] in our paradigm to see the effects of long-term learning on
intersession performance.
C. Alternative to existing BCIs for communication
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Nearly all non-invasive BCIs for communication employ typing or spelling for
communicative output (e.g., [7], [13]; see [3] for a review), in which vocal output is possible
via text-to-speech synthesis. This type of approach draws from existing practices in
augmentative and alternative communication for facilitating message creation through
selection of letters, words, or phrases, or via symbols for those who lack sufficient literacy
skills [4], [5]. On the other hand, intracortical BCIs for communication are increasingly
focused on restoring speech directly from neural signals related to speech production [22],
[34], [35], [36], [37], [38]. A small number of non-invasive BCI studies have also focused on
direct classification of speech [15], [16], though these attempts have not used real-time
instantaneous feedback for either BCI output or as a continuous maintenance signal of
performance for improving decoding (cf. real-time cursor position). Receiving timely, taskrelevant auditory feedback of speech is critical for learning to control the speech production
system, both from a developmental [39] and from a computational modeling perspective
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[19], [20]. In both examples, auditory feedback serves to alert the speaker to errors in
production in order to issue corrective motor commands and learn new speech sounds. There
is additional evidence that multimodal audio-visual feedback can further improve speech
learning outcomes [40], [41].

Author Manuscript

In the current study we developed a BCI that addresses each of the issues: (1) direct speech
output using a non-invasive, EEG-based sensorimotor paradigm, (2) instantaneous auditory
feedback to engage the neural processes involved in speech production, and (3) lowdimensional output that can be used generatively to produce a range of speech sounds. The
BCI system examined in this study is similar to the intracortical and sEMG systems
described in [22] and [23], but uses the EEG sensorimotor rhythm to control the two
formants. Using formants in the BCI speech synthesizer allows for (1) instantaneous
synthesis of artificial speech sounds for real-time feedback (e.g., [21]), and (2) an intuitive
representation of a range of speech sounds (nine American English vowels can be produced
with just F1 and F2, diphthongs are created by movements from one (F1,F2) location to
another [17]).

Author Manuscript

The speech synthesizer used in the current study is able to continuously play speech sounds
with an update overhead less than 30 ms, which is important to avoid any possible
disruptions to speech sound production due to delayed auditory feedback [29]. In addition,
decoding in a low-dimensional articulatory-acoustic domain is generalizable to all speech
sounds, which can be sequenced together to form more complex syllables and words.
Discrete speech classification, on the other hand, requires new dictionary items for each new
potential selection. The dictionary can be minimized by considering articulatory-acoustic
features (e.g., [34], [42]), but still minimally depend on 10–30 different features (e.g., place,
manner, voicing, tongue advancement, tongue height), which may be difficult to represent
using the information present in EEG signals. In this way, continuous decoding based
acoustic or articulatory features may be advantageous for EEG decoding due to the relaxed
requirement for only a low number of degrees of freedom, e.g., two or three formants, or 3–5
articulatory features of tongue, jaw and lip movements. The tradeoff using a continuous
decoding framework is that generalization will likely require a high degree of skill and
extensive training. We have shown that it is possible to control a BCI device using motorimagery for production of synthesized vowels in real time, and additional research is needed
to fully explore participants’ ability to generalize control of trained sounds to those
untrained (cf. [23]).

V. Conclusions
Author Manuscript

We reported on a sensorimotor BCI with real-time auditory and visual feedback of speech
sounds that has the potential to serve as a method of communication for individuals with
severe neuromotor impairments. The results of our study support past research on
continuous-output motor BCIs and specifically support other attempts for instantaneous
speech synthesis using biophysiological signals. Interestingly, we found that combined
audio-visual feedback was an advantage for successful BCI control, which is in contrast to
past studies that found the two modalities may compete with each other and reduce
performance. Key to our implementation is a congruence between audio and visual
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feedback, which supports the overall task goal of speech production. The relatively low
number of participants per feedback group was a limitation in our study, though all
participants were assigned to groups in a random fashion and a mixed effects analysis was
used to account for individual variations. The resulting analyses had sufficient power to
detect statistically significant differences in the current cohort despite the limited sample
size. Future work with larger numbers of participants over greater BCI training durations
will be helpful for identifying any possible changes in BCI performance as a result of
feedback-specific BCI learning. In addition, we focused on controlling directional changes
in the 2D formant plane with emphasis on three trained vowels, and participants were told to
avoid production of a fourth vowel. Future studies should further examine generalization to
other, non-trained vowels, without the addition of any other motor-imagery control strategies
(i.e., using combinations left-right hand and bilateral foot movements to produce non-trained
formants). Additional work is also needed to examine the possibility of controlling a
synthesizer capable of production consonants as well as vowels [43], and on using speechmotor imagery (of the jaw, lips, and tongue), rather than limb-motor imagery, to control the
speech synthesizer.
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Fig. 1.
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The 2D formant plane with example vowels and a cursor to indicate the current decoded
output. In this case, participants imagine a right-hand movement to move the predicted
formants to the AA target to produce the vowel in “hot”. The cursor position is
instantaneously synthesized into auditory output along with visual feedback in the AV
condition, and without visual feedback in the AO condition.
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Fig. 2.
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An example of trial trajectories for an AV group participant. The LDA classification regions
for vowel formants are labeled for the four possible outcomes (IY, UW, AA, and AE) and
neutral (NN). Markers represent the closest point to the vowel target and code for each
ground truth label (triangle: UW, circle: AA, square: IY), with tails to represent the 500 ms
around the endpoint position (±250 ms).
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Fig. 3.

The contributions of each electrode to the Kalman filter likelihood model, r2, are plotted on
a topographic representation of the scalp. The anterior scalp is toward the top of the image
and the posterior toward the bottom. The left and right scalp are on the left and right,
respectively.
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Fig. 4.

(a) Classification accuracy of produced vowels, and (b) Endpoint error from the end of a
vowel production to the center of the target vowel. Boxplots show the interquartile range
with median values per feedback group and data points represent the per session
performance of each participant. ***: p < 0.001, **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05.
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Fig. 5.
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Percent accuracy for each participant; boxplots are color-coded for the audio-visual (AV),
audio alone (AO), or visual alone (VO) feedback groups.
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Summary of percent accuracy for each participant over all sessions and runs.
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